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Feature Extraction and Selection via 

Robust Discriminant Analysis and 

Class Sparsity

The main goal of discriminant embedding is to extract features that can be compact and informative representations of the original set of features.

We introduce a hybrid scheme for linear feature extraction for supervised multiclass classification. We introduce a unifying criterion that is able to retain the advantages of 

robust sparse LDA and Interclass sparsity. Thus, the estimated transformation includes two types of discrimination which are the inter-class sparsity and robust Linear 

Discriminant Analysis with feature selection. In order to optimize the proposed objective function, we deploy an iterative alternating minimization scheme for estimating the

linear transformation and the orthogonal matrix. The introduced scheme is generic in the sense that it can be used for combining and tuning many other linear embedding 

methods.
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2.1. Objective function

- First Term: LDA Criterion.

- Second Term: Inter-class Sparsity.

- Third Term: PCA Variant ( Reconstruction Term )

- Encapsulates two different types of discrimination. 

Namely: robust LDA and inter-class sparsity

-A fine tuning tool for linear models. Our proposed 

method is generic in the sence it can be used to fine 

tune the solution obtained by different linear 

methods.

2.2. Optimization + initialization Scheme

- According to our optimization problem, there is no 

analytical solution for the problem. Thus, we adopted 

an alternating scheme for solving the two matrices.

- The linear transformation is updated using a gradient 

descent approach..

- Hybrid initialization scheme.

- Derived transformation space, inherits feature ranking and 

class sparsity.

2.3. Two proposed variants

- Two variants are proposed, each one inherits the advantages 

of different methods.

We have conducted our experiments over the following public datasets in addition to a large-scale dataset: USPS, digits dataset, Honda, COIL20 object dataset, Extended Yale B, 

FEI dataset, and the large scale MNIST dataset consisting of 60,000 images. The two proposed variants have been compared with the following methods: K-nearest neighbors 

(KNN), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Local Discriminant Embedding (LDE), PCE (unsupervised method), ICS DLSR  and Robust sparse 

LDA (RSLDA). All experiments and all compared methods used the same conditions in order to guarantee a fair comparison. For each compared embedding method, the whole 

dataset is randomly split into a training part and a test part. For each dataset and for each embedding method, an embedding is computed first using the training part of the data. 

The training and test data are then projected using the estimated embedding. Classification of the test data is then performed using the Nearest Neighbor classifier (NN).

Statistical Analysis showing that our proposed variants outperformed competitors. Figure on the right 

Z                                                                                                                            shows the effect of the parameter sensitivity over the classification performance.

We introduced a novel criterion in order to obtain a discriminant linear transformation. The obtained linear transformation encapsulates two different types of discrimination

which are the inter-class sparsity in addition to robust LDA. We deployed an iterative alternating minimization scheme to estimate the linear transformation and the orthogonal 

matrix associated with the robust LDA. The linear transformation is efficiently updated via the steepest descent gradient technique.

We proposed two initialization variants for the linear transformation. The first scheme sets the initial solution to the linear transformation obtained by robust sparse LDA method

(RSLDA). The second variant initializes the solution to a hybrid combination of the two transformations obtained by RSLDA and ICS DLSR methods. The two variants of the

proposed method have demonstrated superiority over competing methods and led to a more discriminative transformation matrix. The proposed framework is generic in the 

sense it allows the combination and tuning of other linear discriminant embedding methods. By combining these two types of constraints, and proposing the hybrid initialization 

scheme, the proposed method achieved higher classification rates than many competing methods.


